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Fern Michaels' Godmothers Bundle: The
Scoop, Exclusive, Late Edition, Deadline &
Breaking News Jan 14 2021 These Are Not
Your Fairy Godmothers The debut of a
wonderful new series, The Scoop is #1 New
York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels's
introduction to The Godmothers, four
unforgettable women who are about to get a
whole new lease on life. . .LIFE STARTS NOW
Teresa "Toots" Amelia Loudenberry has
crammed a great deal of living--not to mention
eight much-loved husbands--into her varied and
rewarding life. Once again single, Toots is
ready to taste life again, and fate has just
handed her the perfect opportunity. . . The
owner of the gossip rag where Toots's daughter
works is about to lose the paper to his gambling
debts. Eager to keep her daughter employed
among the movers and shakers of Hollywood,
Toots calls on her three trusted friends--Sophie,
Mavis, and Ida--to help pull some strings.
Together, they hatch a plan that proves you
should never underestimate Southern ladies of
a certain age, and that each day can be a gift, if
you're willing to claim it. . . Praise for Fern
Michaels and the Godmothers series
"Michaels's engaging version of the Golden
Girls." --Booklist "Witty, charming, and
complicated." --RT Reviews When Toots
Loudenberry relocated to Los Angeles from
South Carolina to be near her daughter, Abby,
she expected to bump into the occasional
celebrity. She just never expected them to be
dead. Meanwhile, Toots, Sophie, and Mavis are
concerned that the prestigious Dr. Sameer's
budding romance with Ida may have something
to do with his ailing bank balance. And Abby's
attempted makeover of the celebrity magazine
The Informer into the most talked-about tabloid
in town could end more than just her career.
But the Godmothers wouldn't be the
Godmothers if they weren't pulling a few
behind-the-scenes strings, and Abby's hopes of
changing the fortunes of The Informer are still
alive. Yet it'll take an assist from a source no
one could have predicted, let alone see, to
secure a story that will shake Tinseltown to its
very core. . . LEAVING LA LA LAND Teresa
"Toots" Loudenberry has a knack for finding
adventure, even when she's not looking for it.
But ever since Sophie convinced her friends to
start holding regular séances, life in Los
Angeles is getting a little too dramatic even for
Toots's tastes. When Ida receives a message
from the beyond suggesting that her late
husband was murdered, a spooked Toots
decides it's time the Godmothers left LA for her
hometown of Charleston. . . No sooner have
Toots Loudenberry and her three best
friends—Sophie, Ida, and Mavis—returned from
Sacramento, where Sophie provided some
much-needed psychic advice to the First Lady
of California, when another situation demands
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their attention. . . Laura Leigh, a Hollywood
starlet whose main talent seems to be landing
in trouble, is missing. Toots' daughter, Abby,
has both a personal and professional stake in
the story. Not only is she editor-in-chief at
gossip magazine The Informer, but
entertainment attorney Chris Clay, Abby's
would-be beau, was the last person seen with
Laura. And now he's missing, too. Life Is Full Of
Surprises Teresa "Toots" Amelia Loudenberry
has her quirks, but no one--especially not her
trusted friends Sophia, Ida, and Mavis--would
ever question her loyalty. So it's no surprise
when Toots decides to extend her stay in
Charleston to help care for her ailing
housekeeper.
Spirit of the Season Oct 11 2020 This
heartwarming holiday tale from internationally
bestselling author Fern Michaels epitomizes the
magic of Christmas: a holiday homecoming, a
bucolic setting, the remembrance of loved ones
past and present, and the discovery of a future
that, like the perfect gift, is as satisfying as it is
surprising... Joy Preston misses her beloved late
grandmother dearly. But when she learns the
terms of Nana’s will, she’s shocked—and more
than a little irked. Joy moved to Colorado years
ago and is now CEO of a successful nail polish
company. Her life is in Denver. How can Nana
have expected her to give that up, even
temporarily, to take over a bed and breakfast in
North Carolina for six months? Still, there’s no
denying Heart and Soul’s charm, especially at
holiday time . . . The B&B is always elaborately
decorated for the season, with themed guest
rooms and dazzling lawn displays created for
the annual Parade of Homes competition. The
entire town takes part in the festivities, and
soon, Joy is too, letting her reservations melt
away. Yet there’s another reason for Heart and
Soul’s popularity . . . Rumor has it that, during
the holidays, guests can be reunited with the
spirit of a loved one who’s passed on. Joy is
skeptical, yet she feels her Nana’s influence all
around her—perhaps even indulging in a little
matchmaking between Joy and a handsome
estate attorney who just might inspire a
magical new beginning . . .
When the Snow Falls Oct 23 2021 Four
popular authors—including #1 New York
Times–bestselling author Fern Michaels—heat
up the holiday season with festive tales of
Christmas romance. “Candy Canes and Cupid”
by Fern Michaels All private investigator
Hannah Ray wants for Christmas is a quiet day
at her Florida beachfront condo. When her
biggest client insists she join him on a Colorado
ski trip, she has little choice—but what she
finds on her arrival could melt the coldest heart
. . . “White Hot Christmas” by Nancy Bush
Aspiring PI Jane Kelly likes to pretend she’s a
bah-humbug kind of girl, but she’s had
mistletoe on the brain ever since she shared a
kiss with her boss, Dwayne. Before she can
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hope for a repeat performance, Jane must solve
a kidnapping that’s as twisted as a candy
cane—and not nearly as sweet. “Seven Days of
Christmas” by Rosanna Chiofalo Five years ago,
Bianca Simone received a wonderful early
Christmas gift from her boyfriend, Mark—a
week amid the stunning Alpine scenery of
Innsbruck, Austria. Now she’s back under very
different circumstances, but Mark has one
more special gift in mind . . . “A Smoky
Mountain Gift” by Lin Stepp Veda Trent is back
in Townsend to fill in as temporary manager of
the Crafts Co-op, but she’s not planning to stay.
Though the mountain town is small, it holds lots
of unsettling memories. Yet the wind can
change, bringing with it new
opportunities—and the chance to create the
kind of Christmas Veda has always longed for.
Picture Perfect Jun 18 2021 When her sevenyear-old nephew, a hemophiliac, mysteriously
disappears during their camping trip,
pediatrician Lorrie Ryan races against time to
find the missing boy with the help of FBI agent
Stuart Saunders. Previously published as Panda
Bear Is Critical. Reprint.
Deadly Deals Apr 16 2021 The Sisterhood
Makes Things Right After years of trying to
become pregnant without success, Rachel
Dawson and her husband Thomas felt their
dreams had finally come true the day they
brought home their newly adopted twin babies.
Though the lawyer Baron Bell who arranged for
the surrogate mother charged a hefty six-figure
fee, one glance into the eyes of their precious
children told them it was all worth it. Until the
birth mother reappeared, first demanding more
money, then the twins themselves. Suddenly
Baron Bell was nowhere to be found, and the
Dawsons were once again childless,
heartbroken and nearly destitute. When the
case finds its way to the offices of high-profile
attorney Lizzie Fox, she can't wait to take down
the so-called "Mr. Wonderful." And she knows
she'll have all the help she needs as it's just the
kind of crime that really gets the Sisterhood's
adrenalin flowing. Once they get their hands on
the perpetrators there will be hell to pay, and it
will cost a lot more than cold, hard cash. . .
Praise for Fern Michaels and her Sisterhood
novels. . . "Revenge is a dish best served with
cloth napkins and floral centerpieces. . .fastpaced. . .puts poetic justice first."--Publishers
Weekly on Payback "Delectable. . .deliver[s]
revenge that's creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style." --Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Pokus
No Safe Secret Aug 28 2019 “Secrets, revenge
and personal redemption . . . [a] tale of strong
emotions and courage” from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author (Publishers Weekly).
From her silver Mercedes to her designer
kitchen, Molly’s life is gleaming and
beautiful—at least on the surface. But no one in
her exclusive neighborhood in Goldenhills,
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Massachusetts, knows what living with her
demanding husband Tanner is really like. They
know even less about the life she left behind in
Florida almost two decades ago. Back then,
Molly was Maddy Carmichael, living with her
twin brother and neglectful mother in a rundown trailer park amid the orange groves of
Florida. After the terrible events of her high
school prom night, Molly fled north and
reinvented herself. Now the veneer of Molly’s
polished existence is finally cracking—and
Molly must find the strength to become the
woman she once hoped to be. “The triumphant
theme of women like Molly finding justice will
appeal to readers.”—Booklist “Fern Michaels
takes a story line and makes you feel like this
could happen to you. She writes stories that
can and will happen in today’s world.”—Fresh
Fiction
I'll Be Home for Christmas Jul 28 2019 A
yuletide treat of four heartwarming, holiday
romance stories from the beloved pen of the #1
New York Times-bestselling author of Spirit of
the Season. “Comfort and Joy” Ever since Angie
Bradford took over her mother’s gift wrap
business in the Eagle Department Store, she
and handsome store chief Josh Eagle have been
at odds. When Josh threatens to five up on the
business, it’s time for a miracle under the
mistletoe . . . “The Christmas Stocking” Amy
Baran is determined to raise money for a new
seniors’ center by harvesting Christmas trees
from the small-town Virginia farm she
remembers from her childhood. Trouble is, Gus
Moss has his own ideas about saving the farm
his father has neglected. Neither wants to give
up, but when attraction turns to romance, they
might have to give in . . . “A Bright Red Ribbon”
Being dumped by your boyfriend on Christmas
Eve has got to be the worst. Still, Morgan Ames
promised she’d wait two Christmases for his
return—tonight—and she always keeps her
promises. But a sudden snowstorm has other
ideas, including a romantic turn Morgan never
imagined . . . “Merry, Merry” If cosmetic king
Peter King thinks he’s going to buy struggling
veterinarian Andi Evan’s family property out
from under her, he’s got another think coming.
This Christmas, she’s ready for war . . . or
would that be love? Praise for Fern Michaels
“Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.”
—Booklist on Up Close and Personal “Michaels
just keeps getting better and better with each
book . . . She never disappoints.” —RT Book
Reviews on Forget Me Not
Vendetta Jan 26 2022 'A darkly wicked thriller
of revenge . . . a page turner' Parkersburg
News & Sentinel The third in the bestselling
Sisterhood series, Fern Michaels’ Vendetta
continues the story of seven unlikely women
bound by their unbreakable friendships, their
dark pasts and their desire for revenge. It’s
finally time for Myra Rutledge, the woman who
brought the Sisterhood together, to get her
sweet revenge . . . It’s been five years since
Myra’s pregnant daughter was killed in a hitand-run. The driver escaped his rightful
punishment through diplomatic immunity and
has continued to live like a king ever since
Myra’s life came crashing down. This is more
than injustice, this is personal. But John Chan
has finally been found. And now it’s time for his
life to come crashing down too. He may have
escaped the law but what the Sisterhood have
in store for him at Myra’s beautiful Virginia
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farmhouse is a punishment far worse than he
could have ever imagined . . . The Sisterhood
take on their darkest revenge yet in this
fearless novel of friendship and triumph by
New York Times bestselling author Fern
Michaels, perfect for fans of James Patterson,
Sue Grafton or the Netflix series Good Girls.
In Bloom Feb 24 2022 #1 New York Times
bestselling author Fern Michaels—one of the
most beloved authors of our time—is joined by
two New York Times and USA Today bestselling
authors in a spring-themed anthology of
touching, uplifting stories about love, family,
motherhood, and homecomings. AMAZING
GRACIE * Fern Michaels After years spent
traveling the world as a flight attendant, Gracie
Walden is ready to stay a little closer to her
roots, starting with two weeks at home in
Amarillo, Texas. But there’s unexpected
turbulence between her mother, Ella, and her
older sister, Hope—and it will lead to a
revelation that changes Gracie’s life in amazing
ways . . . THE MOTHER’S DAY CROWN *
Carolyn Brown Monica Allen still hasn’t
forgiven Tyler Magee for breaking her heart
when they were teenagers. Ten years on,
they’re back in Luella, Texas, visiting their
respective grandmothers. and there’s just a
white picket fence and a whole lot of
awkwardness between them. Will two weeks be
long enough for Monica to learn to stop holding
a grudge—and hold on to love? MEANT TO BE *
Lori Foster When Cory Creed was just a little
girl, she knew she’d grow up to marry Austin
Winston—and she made the mistake of telling
him so. Tired of watching him avoid her ever
since, Cory has decided it’s time to leave
Visitation, North Carolina, and Austin, behind.
But Austin has finally realized what Cory was
once so sure of, and now it’s his turn to prove
they belong together . . . with a little help from
their mothers.
Desperate Measures Feb 01 2020 A man on
the brink of having it all puts his life on hold to
search for a missing woman in this romantic
suspense tale by the #1 New York Times
bestseller. An orphan rescued by a wealthy
uncle and raised in spheres of privilege, Pete
Sorenson is set to launch his career as a highpowered attorney. At his side is Annie, the
perfect princess of a companion, ready to
support him in every way, gracefully, patiently.
But then Maddie Stern enters Pete’s life. More
than her notable beauty and enigmatic allure,
it’s her past as a foster child that draws a
connection between them that Pete could never
share with Annie. But on the eve of Pete and
Annie’s wedding, Maddie disappears.
Distraught, Pete reaches out to his most trusted
friend. Annie drops her life in Boston to once
again provide the emotional support Pete
needs. Together, they try to solve the mystery
of Maddie. And together, they discover life is
always unexpected . . . Praise for Fern Michaels
and her novels “Michaels just keeps getting
better and better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews on Forget Me
Not “Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.”
—Booklist on Return to Sender “A knockout
story.” —Publishers Weekly on Dear Emily
Betrayal Jul 08 2020 The #1 New York Timesbestselling author “mixes love and vengeance
in this fast-paced . . . romantic thriller”
(Publishers Weekly). In Fern Michaels’ dazzling
new novel, a woman devastated by betrayal
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embarks on a daring quest for justice. She Lost
Everything . . . Kate and Alex Rocket are
blessed with a wonderful marriage and a lovely
home. Although Kate can’t have children, she
and Alex look upon Sara and Emily, daughters
of their good friends Don and Debbie Winter, as
part of their family. Except Hope . . . With one
phone call, everything changes. Sara accuses
Alex of a terrible act, opening up a vicious rift
between the couples. Kate watches helplessly
as her innocent husband is convicted and sent
to prison. But when even greater tragedy
strikes, Kate’s grief turns to anger, and she
discovers an inner strength and steel-edged
resolve to clear her husband’s name—and ruin
those who destroyed their life together. But
Kate’s greatest challenge will be in avenging
Alex without losing her chance at a new
future—and a precious new love . . . Praise for
Fern Michaels “Prose so natural that it seems
you are witnessing a story rather than reading
about it.”—Los Angeles Sunday Times
“Michaels’ Danielle Steel-like fun read has
more plot twists than a soap opera, and will
keep readers on tenterhooks for the next in the
series.”—Booklist “Michaels just keeps getting
better and better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews
Forget Me Not Apr 04 2020 For a New Jersey
cartoonist, the death of her parents reveals a
bevy of secrets in this novel by the #1 New
York Times–bestselling author of Fancy Dancer.
With a popular comic strip, card line, and
children’s cartoon to her name, Lucy Brighton
should be in a happy place. But the ache of a
cold, lonely childhood lingers on. Even though
she still lives in the New Jersey house where
she grew up, Lucy has had little contact with
her parents since they moved to Florida five
years ago. Then Lucy receives a call that her
parents have been killed in a car crash. While
settling their affairs in Florida, Lucy begins to
realize how little she really knew about their
lives. She has no way to explain the mysterious
safe in their bedroom, with its cache of fake
passports, cash, and weapons. What secrets
were the Brightons keeping? Were they even
who they claimed to be? The answers will
shatter everything she once believed about her
parents—and about herself. Praise for Fern
Michaels and her novels “Tirelessly inventive
and entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and
Personal “Fast-moving . . . entertaining . . . a
roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.”
—Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous “Michaels knows what readers
expect from her and she delivers each and
every time.” —RT Book Reviews on Perfect
Match
Texas Rich Dec 01 2019 Traces the passions
and privileges of four generations of Colemans-a powerful clan that owns the Texas aerospace
industry and controls the lives of all who
encounter their obsessive dynasty.
Hidden Apr 28 2022 A page-turning new story
from the bestselling author of No Way Out,
perfect for fans of Nora Roberts and Danielle
Steel! Meet a brother and sister who are drawn
into a treacherous mystery through an antique
with a dark past, as they race against time to
help a single mother and take down a ruthless
couple bent on taking control of their family’s
legacy… At first glance, few would guess that
Luna and Cullen Bodman are siblings. Cullen is
efficient and serious while his younger sister
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Luna is a free spirit. When the two launch their
furniture restoration shop/café—an offshoot of
the family’s longtime antique business—in an
up-and-coming arts center, little do they know
their unique talents may be their only defense
against a dangerous betrayal. When Luna gets
a strange sense about a piece Cullen just
acquired, the two find themselves uniting to
solve a mystery that has far-reaching
consequences—never knowing there are some
who’ll stop at nothing to claim what they
believe is theirs. No matter what, Luna and
Cullen know they can rely on each other—and
this time, their lives may depend on it…
Perfect Match Sep 02 2022 An injured exathlete discovers that giving up on the game of
life is not an option... As far as former NFL star
Jake Masters is concerned, dreams are risky
propositions. Years ago he came achingly close
to achieving his ambition of playing in the
Super Bowl--before a spinal injury ended his
career. Confined to a wheelchair, unwilling to
take a chance on another risky surgery that
could restore his mobility, Jake now stays
cocooned behind the imposing gates of his
lavish home. But his twin sister, Beth, has no
intention of letting him languish there forever.
After years of flitting from one failed business
idea to another, all fueled by Jake's generosity,
she now owns a highly lucrative matchmaking
service. And she's gifting the business to Jake-whether he likes it or not--while she follows her
dreams of making it as a singer in Nashville.
Though Jake had plenty of women falling all
over him at the peak of his success, he knows
nothing about matchmaking. He's willing to try
for his sister's sake, and it's soon clear that he
needs an assistant. Enter Gracie Sweet, whose
slender frame belies a take-no-charge
toughness that would put any linebacker to
shame. Grace begins by revamping the business
and soon she's overhauling Jake's entire life-and to his huge surprise, Jake's enjoying it. But
when their clients become victims of theft,
Gracie and Jake must reconcile their very
different outlooks if they're to have any chance
of saving the business...and if Jake is to make
another play for the life he thought he lost...
Fear Thy Neighbor Sep 21 2021 A thrilling
new book from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of No Way Out, that fans of
Nora Roberts and Rachel Caine won’t want to
miss! One woman’s picture-perfect island
sanctuary reveals itself to be filled with dangers
in this exciting page-turner… At twenty-nine,
Alison Marshall is ready to find a place to call
home. With no family and no ties, she’s drifted
from one small Florida town to another since
high school, working odd jobs, saving hard, and
building a nest egg. Once she finds the right
place to settle down, she’ll know. And when she
reaches beautiful Palmetto Island, she thinks
she may have found it. The small, close-knit
island community seems to have everything
Alison needs. On a hunch, she contacts the
island’s only realtor, and learns that an old
beach house is on the market. Miraculously, it’s
in her budget, and Alison takes it as another
sign that she’s in the right place. At first, home
is everything she hoped it would be. But as
days turn into weeks, she uncovers a dark side
to this supposedly peaceful haven. The locals
have a secret, and once Alison discovers what it
is, she faces a stark choice. She can stay and
join them—or escape. But leaving brings its
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own risks, and Alison is starting to wonder if
coming to Palmetto Island is the last mistake
she’ll ever make . . .
Late Bloomer Oct 30 2019 Buried secrets and
past betrayals, old friendships and new
beginnings are at the heart of this rich,
compelling bestseller from Fern Michaels, one
of today's most popular novelists. Twenty years
after a childhood accident left a permanent
shadow over her life, Cady Jordan has returned
to her Pennsylvania hometown. Her beloved
grandmother Lola, a retired movie star, needs
Cady's care—but soon after arriving at Lola's
lavish estate, it's clear that the colorful actress
will be Cady's mentor to living life to the fullest.
Cady wants nothing more than to come out of
her shell, but to do so means resurrecting her
lost memories of the day when a foolish stunt
ended with a young bully's death and Cady's
serious injury—a tragedy for which her friends
held Cady responsible. They're adults now—a
lawyer, a businessman, a stay-at-home mom.
And a police chief: Boomer Ward, whose flaring
attraction works on Cady's guarded heart. Now,
Cady must determine who can be trusted as she
draws closer to Boomer and confronts those
who wish she'd never returned. Old wounds
may be healed, but can Cady close a door on
her heartache and embrace a bright new life?
For All Their Lives Mar 16 2021 A couple
brought together and torn apart by the Vietnam
War find each other again in California in this
saga by the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author. Casey Adams, a dedicated nurse, loses
her heart overseas to idealistic officer Mac
Carlin, heir to an immense fortune. Then
tragedy strikes . . . Believing that Casey has
died in an explosion, Mac returns grief-stricken
to San Francisco to a life he never wanted. But
Casey is still alive, keeping Mac in the dark
after learning that he kept from her a
shattering secret. Once home, Casey finds
healing in the hands and heart of a brilliant
plastic surgeon and forges ahead under a new
name and with a new career. But fate charts a
collision course for her and Mac, now a U.S.
senator who doesn’t recognize the compelling
TV producer getting under his skin. For Casey,
this full-circle journey cannot be denied, no
matter what. For only by reclaiming the woman
she was and the life she lost can she embrace
the magic of unexpected love . . . “Her most
haunting and passionate novel yet.” —Affaire de
Coeur Praise for Fern Michaels and Her Novels
“Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.”
—Booklist on Return to Sender “A big, rich
book in every way . . . I think Fern Michaels has
struck oil with this one.” —Patricia Matthews
on Texas Rich “Michaels’s highly developed
skills as a storyteller are evident in the affable
characters, suspenseful plot, and delightful
romance.” —Publishers Weekly on Deep Harbor
Picture Perfect Nov 04 2022 “Fans of
romantic suspense will fall hard for this story”
from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author
of the Sisterhood novels (A Love So True).
Pediatrician Lorrie Ryan has been looking
forward to camping with her seven-year-old
nephew, Davey. It’s a chance to let the fragile,
sheltered boy spend time away from his
nervous, overprotective parents, and have the
adventure he’s always wanted. But in the lush
woods, Lorrie never imagines they are not
alone—or that their idyllic trip will soon become
a chilling nightmare of survival . . . In one
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terrifying moment, Davey disappears. The local
police find no trace of him, and a desperate
Lorrie turns to the one man who can help: FBI
agent Stuart Sanders. Now, the hunt is on for a
child growing weaker by the minute—and a
cruel predator whose twisted game of cat-andmouse has only just begun . . . “A heartpounding romantic thriller . . . as fast paced
and exciting as always.”—Booklist Praise for
Fern Michaels and her novels “Prose so natural
that it seems you are witnessing a story rather
than reading about it.”—Los Angeles Sunday
Times “Michaels just keeps getting better and
better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews “A knockout
story.”—Publishers Weekly
The Guest List Mar 04 2020 Abby Michaels is
delighted as her first book is published, surgery
removes a scarring birthmark, she finds a new
man, and she is reunited with her sister, but
secrets from the past and an unknown enemy
could destroy her happiness.
Deja Vu Mar 28 2022 Join Team Sisterhood as
they take down America’s most wanted in this
electrifying thriller from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Cross Roads.
Thanks to a presidential pardon, the Sisterhood
can put their fugitive days behind them and
resume their lives in peace. Still, all the women
admit that lately things are a little too calm and
peaceful. Meeting up for the first time in
months to celebrate Kathryn’s birthday—in the
City of Sin, no less—seems like the perfect
antidote. But before they can kick up their
heels something too big to pass up is dropped
into their laps. The time has come to deal with
Enemy #1, aka Hank Jellicoe, who’s wanted by
the FBI, the CIA, and Homeland Security for
starters. President Connor herself has run out
of patience with their lack of results. Only the
Sisterhood, with their special blend of guts,
imagination, and friends in all places are
capable of pulling off the impossible—of
hunting down this monster and taking him out
once and for all . . . Series praise “Spunky
women who fight for truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when
well-funded, very angry women take the law
into their own hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
Warriors “Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge
that’s creatively swift and sweet, Michaelsstyle.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Weekend Warriors Nov 11 2020 First in the
New York Times bestselling series featuring
fierce female vigilantes—includes a bonus
Sisterhood chapter and an interview with Fern
Michaels! Life isn’t fair. Most women know it.
But what can you do about it? Plenty . . . if
you’re part of the Sisterhood. On the surface,
these seven women are as different as can
be—but each has had her share of bad luck,
from cheating husbands to sexist colleagues to
a legal system that often doesn’t do its job.
Now, drawn together by tragedy, they’re
forging a bond that will help them right the
wrongs committed against them and discover
an inner strength they didn’t know they had.
Growing bolder with each act of justice, the
Sisterhood is learning that when bad things
happen, you can roll over and play dead . . . or
you can get up fighting . . . “Readers will enjoy
seeing what happens when well-funded, very
angry women take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist Series praise “Readers
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looking for an updated Charlie’s Angels in ‘wild
women’ mode will be most
satisfied.”—Publishers Weekly on Lethal Justice
“Spunky women who fight for truth, justice, and
the American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final
Justice “Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet, Michaelsstyle.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Poku
Secrets Jun 26 2019 The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Fear Thy Neighbor and No
Way Out blends mystery and drama in this
twisty new Lost and Found novel, as siblings
Cullen and Luna set out to uncover the secrets
behind a long-lost diary. Every antique tells a
story. Cullen and Luna Bodman learned that
through their parents’ furniture business. Now,
with their restoration shop and café, they often
find themselves at the center of those stories,
unraveling mysteries for their clients. The old
steamer chest that Cullen receives from an
anonymous source is fascinating in its own
right. But inside, Cullen discovers more—a
locked diary accompanied by a letter, asking for
the diary to be restored to its rightful owner.
Also in the trunk is a wooden box containing
ticket stubs and an undated carnival flyer. But
everyone isn’t thrilled with Luna’s quest. Her
budding relationship with U.S. Marshal
Christopher Gaines comes under strain as he
tries to talk her out of a wild goose chase. But
intuition pushes her on, unveiling a surprising
modern-day connection, and leading Cullen and
Luna to wonder if the diary’s secrets still hold
power today . . .
Blindsided Feb 12 2021 Ladies On Fire Myra
Rutledge isn't ready to mothball the Sisterhood
just yet. When Maggie Spitzer, former editor-inchief of the Post and an honorary member of
the Sisterhood, arrives with a new mission in
mind, the Vigilantes are soon gathering in their
war room once more. While catching up on
each other's lives, they plan a brilliant
campaign against a duo of corrupt judges
running a moneymaking racket that sends
young offenders to brutal boot camps, often on
trumped-up charges. Their enemies are
powerful and ruthless, but the Sisterhood have
their own formidable allies--including former
President Martine Connor. Once their scheme
takes off, the guilty won't know what hit them. .
. Praise for Fern Michaels and her Sisterhood
novels. . . "Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own hands." --Booklist on
Weekend Warriors "Revenge is a dish best
served with cloth napkins and floral
centerpieces." --Publishers Weekly on Payback
Gotcha! Sep 09 2020 Revenge Is Never
Outdated Sometimes, justice is a long time
coming. That's the case with Julie Wyatt, whose
story strikes close to home for the original
founder of the Sisterhood, Myra Rutledge, and
her best friend--and fellow Sister--Annie. Julie is
convinced her greedy daughter-in-law Darlene
had something to do with the mysterious
circumstances surrounding her son Larry's
death. She desperately wants to get a
confession out of Darlene--and to ensure the
safety of Larry's daughter, Olivia. As Myra,
Annie, and their cohorts dig deeper into
Darlene's shady dealings, events unfurl in a
way that no one could have predicted, bringing
to light the true meaning of loyalty and
courage--and the kind of friendship that can
create miracles. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and
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her Sisterhood novels. . . "Readers will enjoy
seeing what happens when well-funded, very
angry women take the law into their own
hands." --Booklist on Weekend Warriors
"Revenge is a dish best served with cloth
napkins and floral centerpieces. . .fast-paced. .
.puts poetic justice first."--Publishers Weekly on
Payback
A Bright Red Ribbon Jul 20 2021 The perfect
Christmas gift from the pen of the beloved #1
New York Times–bestselling author of Santa
Cruise. Being dumped by your boyfriend on
Christmas Eve is not the kind of surprise
Morgan Ames was hoping to unwrap. Still,
that’s exactly what she found under the tree
two years ago. What was even more surprising
was that she promised she’d wait two
Christmases for his return—tonight—and she
always keeps her promises. But a sudden
snowstorm has other ideas, including a
romantic turn Morgan never imagined . . .
Previously published in I’ll Be Home for
Christmas Praise for the writing of Fern
Michaels “Tirelessly inventive and
entertaining.” —Booklist on Up Close and
Personal “Fast-moving . . . Entertaining . . . A
roller-coaster ride of serendipitous fun.”
—Publishers Weekly on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous “A page-turner and one of the
author’s best romantic suspense tales to date.”
—Fresh Fiction on Mr. and Miss Anonymous
Fearless Sep 29 2019 Weaving a thread of
suspense into her trademark powerful
storytelling, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Fern Michaels delivers a compelling
new novel about a woman who learns that her
new life may not be all it appears . . . Anna
Campbell is ready to take her first tentative
steps back into the world after widowhood. On
a singles cruise, she meets divorced professor
Ryan Robertson, and the sparks between them
are undeniable. Back home in West Texas, Anna
and Ryan continue their romance, and Anna
decides it’s time for their families to meet. But
the idyllic relationships Anna is hoping for are
quickly thrown into doubt. Ryan and his
children are more complicated than they seem.
And as the situation grows more desperate,
Anna must reach deep within and draw on all
her courage and self-reliance to fight for the
family and home she deserves . . .
Wish List May 30 2022 A movie star trades in
Hollywood for trucking in a novel of midlife
mayhem and second-chance romance by the #1
New York Times bestselling author. A brilliant
movie career, two adoring husbands—none of it
is enough to erase the memory of Ariel Hart’s
one true love. Back when she was plain, shy
Aggie Bixby, a dark-eyed young man named
Felix touched her heart . . . then vanished from
her life. Now, she’s about to do something
shocking and outrageous—sell her house and
leave Hollywood behind. Making her new home
in the quiet town of Chula Vista, she meets Lex
Sanders, a wealthy rancher and breeder of
Arabian horses. Ariel sees something familiar in
his smoldering eyes—something that triggers
long-buried memories of a love so pure and so
perfect, it couldn't possibly last . . . “A wild and
crazy heroine and slapstick humor aren’t what
one expects from a Michaels novel, but they
make for a memorable reading experience.”
—Publishers Weekly Praise for Fern Michaels
“Prose so natural that it seems you are
witnessing a story rather than reading about
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it.” —Los Angeles Sunday Times “Michaels’
Danielle Steel-like fun read has more plot twists
than a soap opera, and will keep readers on
tenterhooks for the next in the series.”
—Booklist “Michaels just keeps getting better
and better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews
Trading Places Dec 25 2021 Twin sisters pull
off a daring identity switch in this
contemporary classic from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Sisterhood
series. Atlanta police detective Aggie Jade is
still recovering from the raid that nearly killed
her and took the life of her partner and former
boyfriend. Though she’s not ready to hit the
streets again, she’s desperate to hunt down the
cop killers who shattered her world. But there’s
only one person who can help her in her quest
for vengeance—her identical twin sister. Lizzie
Jade is as flashy and fiery as Aggie is quiet and
conservative—and the high-rolling Vegas
gambler loves a challenge. But the gutsy
charade gets complicated when sexy
investigative reporter Nathan Hawke senses
something different about the new Aggie,
especially since she suddenly isn’t shying away
from his flirtations. As they join forces to
uncover a web of lies and corruption, Lizzie
finds herself giving in to his charms. But how
can she confess that she’s not who he thinks
she is? And how can she let herself fall in love
when she and her twin might have to run for
their lives? With her signature “real and
endearing” (Los Angeles Times) prose and
plenty of electrifying suspense, Fern Michaels
delivers another unforgettable romantic
thriller.
The Brightest Star Oct 03 2022 A special treat
to warm your heart, just in time for the
holidays—a sparkling new novel from New York
Times bestselling author Fern Michaels. . . .
Christmas is more than just a celebration for
Lauren Montgomery. For generations, it’s been
her family’s livelihood. Their Christmas shop,
Razzle Dazzle Décor, has seen seasonal fads
come and go, but there’s one trend they can’t
escape. Online superstores are swallowing their
sales, and this Christmas season will need to be
their best ever if the store is to stay in business.
To help keep the shop afloat, Lauren also has a
sideline, writing biographies for business
figures. She’s thrilled when her literary agent
contacts her with a new proposal and quickly
agrees to the terms—before learning that the
subject will be none other than the CEO of
Globalgoods.com, the online retailer that has
spelled doom for hundreds of small businesses
just like Razzle Dazzle Décor. Despite her
misgivings, Lauren travels to Seattle to confer
with the mogul, and is caught off guard by his
son, John Jr. Handsome, intelligent, and deeply
kind, he’s perfect—apart from the fact that he’ll
soon be CEO of the company threatening
everything Lauren loves. As her deadline, and
Christmas, draw closer, Lauren knows that
there’s more than her family’s shop at stake.
Her heart is, too. But there’s no better time
than the holidays to make a secret wish on the
brightest star you see—and let the season’s
magic take hold . . .
Seasons of Her Life Nov 23 2021 A sweeping
saga of a military wife and her search for
happiness from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of Hidden. Having left
behind a bitter childhood, Ruby Connors
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quickly finds that marriage is not quite the
escape she imagined. Instead, as a military wife
in Washington, DC, loneliness turns out to be
her most dependable companion. But
determined to realize her faith in happiness,
she raises her two children in a nurturing,
beautiful home that mirrors her resourcefulness
and good sense. It’s the perfect environment in
which to bake delicious, unforgettable cookies.
After years of struggle, Mrs. Sugar’s Cookies
succeeds beyond Ruby’s wildest dreams. But
closest to her heart is the memory of the man
she longs for in her soul . . . “Pleasant prose
fortified by good plotting . . . Readers should
enjoy this bustling tale.” —Publishers Weekly
Praise for the writing of Fern Michaels
“Tirelessly inventive and entertaining.”
—Booklist on Up Close and Personal “Fastmoving . . . Entertaining . . . A roller-coaster
ride of serendipitous fun.” —Publishers Weekly
on Mr. and Miss Anonymous “A page-turner
and one of the author’s best romantic suspense
tales to date.” —Fresh Fiction on Mr. and Miss
Anonymous
Fancy Dancer Dec 13 2020 A powerful,
poignant novel of love, redemption, and family
secrets from the incomparable #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Sisterhood
books. On his thirty-fifth birthday, Jake St.
Cloud inherits a fortune—and learns the
whereabouts of his mysterious half-brother. On
her deathbed, Selma St. Cloud revealed that
Jake had a sibling, a product of his father’s
affair. At last, Jake is in a position to track down
Alex Rosario and make amends for their
father’s past neglect. When their initial meeting
goes badly, a distraught Jake crashes his car
and is sentenced to community work—with Alex
as his parole officer. Jake must spend a year
helping Angelica Dancer and her daughter,
Fancy, at the Dancer Foundation for neglected
children. Fancy, scarred by the accident that
ended her ballet career, is even less happy with
the arrangement than Jake. Yet as they’re all
thrown together, unexpected connections help
Jake realize that his mother’s greatest gift to
him lies not in his inheritance, but in the future,
and the family he’s slowly piecing together . . .
Praise for Fern Michaels “Prose so natural that
it seems you are witnessing a story rather than
reading about it.” —Los Angeles Sunday Times
“Michaels’ Danielle Steel-like fun read has
more plot twists than a soap opera, and will
keep readers on tenterhooks for the next in the
series.” —Booklist “Michaels just keeps getting
better and better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews
Pride and Passion May 18 2021 Marilyn
Bannon ventures into the Brazilian Amazon to
claim her share of her father's rubber
plantation. En route, she meets and is
mesmerized by the exotic Sebastian Rivera, a
fellow plantation owner.The plantation, has
been run for years by a man who calls himself
the Baron. Suddenly, Marilyn is exposed to a
seething hotbed of abuse and inhuman bondage
she sees on her own lands. She cannot tolerate
this brutality, but when she attempts to put an
end to it, Marilyn unwittingly puts her life - and
Sebastian's - in grave danger. Many secrets
lurk in the jungle, and there are people who
will stop at nothing to keep them ...
What You Wish For Jun 30 2022 A woman’s
dangerous past is never far behind her in this
“gripping” romantic suspense novel from the
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#1 New York Times-bestselling author
(Publishers Weekly). Everything She Lost If her
abusive husband hadn’t tried to kill her and her
beloved dog Lucie, Helen Ward might never
have left her million-dollar home and run far
away. Now Helen’s changed her identity and
moved across the country, hopeful that she can
be safe, happy, maybe even loved. And when
she meets college professor Sam Tolliver, she
begins to believe fairytales do come true. Gave
Her Everything She Ever Wanted But even with
love blossoming and her new online business
venture taking off, Helen knows that the past is
catching up with her . . . and her fear is
growing. Wanting to flee, desperate to get away
for good, she’ll soon face the biggest decision of
her life, a decision that will determine her
future and her very identity. “[Michaels’] direct
style and breakneck pace keep it
humming.”—Kirkus Reviews Praise for Fern
Michaels “Prose so natural that it seems you
are witnessing a story rather than reading
about it.”—Los Angeles Sunday Times
“Michaels’ Danielle Steel-like fun read has
more plot twists than a soap opera, and will
keep readers on tenterhooks for the next in the
series.”—Booklist “Michaels just keeps getting
better and better with each book . . . She never
disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews
No Way Out Aug 01 2022 A riveting new read
that will thrill you from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Fern Michaels, perfect for
fans of Nora Roberts, Rachel Caine, and J.D.
Robb. Ellie Bowman barely remembers the
incident that put her into a coma. When she
awoke, filled with unease, all she knew for
certain was that her boyfriend, Rick, was
missing. She knew she needed to get away from
her old life and recover in safety. With the
proceeds of a video game she helped develop,
Ellie starts over in rural Missouri, working from
her cottage and trusting no one except her
friend and business partner. Yet even in this
quiet small town, it’s impossible to completely
isolate herself. Especially when a curious eightyear-old boy, smitten with Ellie’s pup, stops by
every day to talk to him over the fence. Little by
little, Ellie is being drawn back into the world
through the neighbors and community around
her, realizing that everyone has their own fears
and obstacles to contend with. But when Ellie
hears that Rick has resurfaced, her nightmares
return, and with them, small snippets of
memory. No one has heard from Rick since
before the incident, so why is he back now?
Ellie wants to move forward with her life, but
first she must find the courage to look into her
past, no matter what she finds there...
Hey, Good Looking Jun 06 2020 The tragic
death of thirty-three-year-old Russ forces his
girlfriend and wily aunts to confront painful
truths about his father's abandonment,
stepmother's blackmailing practices, and
brother's unwillingness to forgive the past. By
the author of The Nosy Neighbor. Reprint.
A Family Affair Aug 21 2021 A young dancer
takes the lead in her own royal wedding in this
captivating and heartfelt novel from the #1
New York Times bestselling author. In a city
built on dreams, Trisha Holiday makes her
living moving like one. But out of her dancer’s
costume, she’s as down-to-earth as they come.
That’s why she ignores the admiring note—and
the accompanying $1000 bill—that arrives
backstage after one of her ethereal
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performances. Yet the sender, a wealthy foreign
prince, isn’t easily dissuaded. Seven years
living and studying in the United States have
made Malik long for the freedom to choose his
own bride—and the woman he wants is Trisha.
After a breathtaking visit to Malik’s kingdom
culminates in a marriage proposal, Trish
attempts to adjust to an opulent new lifestyle
complete with servants, sumptuous
surroundings, and vast wealth. None of that
matters to Trish as much as Malik’s love. With
Malik’s sister proving a trusted new friend,
they plan a lavish wedding surpassing anything
she could have imagined. Yet Trish’s new life
will have challenges too—adjusting to a new
and complex culture, to the myriad demands of
Malik’s royal position, and to the expectations
she faces as his wife. And through it all, Trish
will strive to stay true to what matters
most—love, true friendship, and the ties that
hold family together across the miles and the
years. Praise for Fern Michaels and her novels
“Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and
tender.”—Booklist on Return to Sender “A
knockout story.”—Publishers Weekly on Dear
Emily
Cut and Run Jan 02 2020 The Sisterhood: a
group of women from all walks of life bound by
friendship and a quest for justice. Armed with
vast resources, top-notch expertise, and a loyal
network of allies around the globe, the
Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is
made right. It’s been three months since
Countess Annie de Silva slipped away from her
home before dawn, leaving a cryptic note and
no clue as to her destination. That’s an eternity
for friends as devoted as the Sisterhood. Now
they’re desperate to ensure that their founding
member is alive and well, and that means
tracking her down—wherever in the world she
might be. Myra Rutledge, Annie’s closest
confidante, knows the secrets of Annie’s past,
including the remote mountain in Spain where
Annie spent some of the best—and worst—days
of her life. Annie vowed that she’d never return
to the mountain or the stunning monastery
there. But the memories of the past have called
her back. Now, she needs allies who are
fearless, loyal, and willing to do whatever it
takes to see justice done. And with the safety of
one of their own on the line, the Sisterhood
won’t let her down . . . THE 30TH
SISTERHOOD NOVEL
Payback May 06 2020 The second in the
bestselling Sisterhood series, Fern Michaels’
Payback continues the story of seven unlikely
women bound by their unbreakable friendships,
their dark pasts and their desire for revenge.
One of the women, Julia Webster, is a hugely
successful plastic surgeon who lives in a
gorgeous Georgetown home. But appearances
are not as they seem, as the Sisterhood know
all too well . . . Her husband is a US senator on
the crest of his greatest political victory. He’s
used his wife’s charm and dignity to his
advantage throughout his political career. But
behind closed doors he’s treated her with
nothing but disrespect, and cheating on her is
the last straw. He may have crossed one strong
woman, but there are six more where she came
from and they’re about to teach him a serious
lesson in Payback . . . New York Times
bestselling author Fern Michaels strikes again
in this exceptional and empowering story of
revenge against adultery, perfect for fans of
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James Patterson, Sue Grafton or the Netflix
series Good Girls. 'Michaels grinds out
bestsellers by concocting videogenic plots filled
with strong heroines and effortless costume
changes.' - Publishers Weekly
Fear Thy Neighbor Aug 09 2020 A new novel
of suspense where one woman’s picture-perfect
island sanctuary reveals itself to be filled with
dangers . . . At twenty-nine, Alison Marshall is
ready to find a place to call home. She’s drifted
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from one small Florida town to another since
high school, working odd jobs, saving hard, and
building a nest egg. Once she finds the right
place to settle down, she’ll know. And when she
reaches beautiful Palmetto Island, she thinks
she may have found it. The small, close-knit
island community seems to have everything
Alison needs. On a hunch, she contacts the
island’s only realtor, and learns that an old
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beach house is on the market. At first, home is
everything she hoped it would be. But as days
turn into weeks, she uncovers a dark side to
this supposedly peaceful haven. The locals have
a secret, and once Alison discovers what it is,
she faces a stark choice. She can stay and join
them—or escape. But leaving brings its own
risks, and Alison is starting to wonder if coming
to Palmetto Island is the last mistake she’ll ever
make . . .
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